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PRAIRIE: A Place - of Life, Beauty, Solitude, and Diversity
ABSTRACT:
The goal of this paper is to create educational and contemplative experiences offered by
our prairie.

This prairie is located on the property of the Sisters of St. Francis of Dubuque, Iowa.

The opportunities include workshop, retreat, and learning experiences.

Retreat examples include

observing prairie during different seasons of the year, at sunrise and sunset, on moonlit nights,
and contemplating the worldview of St. Francis of Assisi toward creation.

Learning experiences

include comparing different types of soils with prairie soil, comparing root systems of lawn and
crop grasses with prairie grass roots, becoming familiar with the grasses, flowers, insects, birds,
and animals of the prairie, and the medicines and food made from prairie plants.

A narrative is

developed for a reflection day on the universe story. There are several examples of possible
themes that could be developed.

There are other projects that could be developed around the

setting of this prairie. These include starting a bee colony, building a greenhouse, building raised
garden beds, and using the barn as an eco-friendly learning center.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND:
The Sisters of St. Francis of the Holy Family moved to Dubuque, Iowa from Iowa City in
1878.

The foundress, Mother Xavier, purchased 13.35 acres of farmland northeast of the

Dubuque city limits in 1879 (Mousel 146), and an additional 1.49 acres in the area to build a
Motherhouse, St. Francis Convent (Mousel 151). The next Major Superior, Mother Elizabeth,
bought 24 acres of farmland north of this Motherhouse in 1892.

This land was used to provide

food for the Sisters and the orphans in their care (Mousel 186). In 1912, the third Major
Superior, Mother Coletta, purchased 72 acres of farmland north of the Sisters owned property
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(Mousel 206). Between 1878 and 1946, a total of 230 acres were purchased, with some of the
land used for buildings, and the rest used as farmland.
In 1925, the present Motherhouse, Mount St. Francis, (MSF), was built on a hill north of

the first Motherhouse (Mousel 240).

In 1961, a nursing addition, Holy Family Hall, was added

on the south side of the Motherhouse, and in 1967, another addition, Colette Hall was added on

the northeast wing to accommodate the growing number of young women entering the convent.
An aerial view of this can be found in Appendix 1. This is a view taken in the 1980’s and shows
some of the farmland to the east where the current prairie is located.

Colette Hall and Holy

Family Hall were deconstructed in 2011-12 and a new addition for nursing was built on the west
side of the Motherhouse and completed in 2011.

Appendix 2 shows the current aerial view.

~ During the 1950s and 1960’s, 110 acres of the land was used for cropland, cattle,
including dairy cows, and gardens.

In 1961, a barn was built to the east of Mount St. Francis to

house the cattle on the main floor, and store hay on the second floor (Kehoe).

During the 1970’s

and 1980’s, some of the land to the west of the Motherhouse was sold for a nursing home and
low-income apartments.

As of 2012, our Community owns 149 acres (Katoski).

When it was no longer profitable to farm the land, the farm equipment was sold and the
land rented to a farmer.

The farmer continued with this arrangement until 1995.

In 1995 an

assessment was made on all the property resulting in a recommendation to return the farmland
back to prairie (Environmental Resource Assessment 19). In 1996, the Sisters of the community
were asked to brainstorm ideas about how to use the land. In 1997 the decision was made to put
the farmland back into prairie. In 1998, 80.59 acres of land was placed in the Conservation
Reserve Program (CRP) as prairie (Cigrand).

This contract was renewed in 2007 and again in
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In the 2012 contract, 1.29 acres were removed for gardens, leaving 79.3 acres as

prairie (Katoski).
The prairie was first seeded with the following: big bluestem, Indian grass, little
bluestem, switchgrass, purple prairie clover, blackeyed Susan, purple and yellow coneflower.
year later other grasses and flowers were added.

A

These included: sideoats, blue flag iris, boneset,

broom sedge, fox sedge, Culver’s root, great blue lobella, mountain mint, nodding onion, Ohio

spiderwort, marsh blazingstar, blue indigo, and sneezeweed.

The land already had a mixture of

clover so that was maintained in certain areas of the prairie (Eitter).
As background for this project, it is important to understand that the piece of our earth
that became known as Iowa evolved in the universe story as prairie land. This is arid country.
The weather is constantly subject to change, and includes periods of drought, severe storms, and
some harsh, cold, snowy winters (Manning 127). Along with the arid conditions, there is wind
and fire. Plants of the prairie, which number over 200 different species, have adapted to all of
these conditions (Manning 154). The plants that did not adapt, did not survive.

One of the ways

these prairie grasses survived was to direct their energy below ground developing root systems,
rather than above ground developing big leaves, seeds, and flowers (Manning 155). The grass
plants were complimented by the forbs, for they not only filled in bare spots of soil, but they
converted nitrogen from air into the nitrates of soil that is needed by all the plants (Manning
181).
Another factor besides weather, wind, and fire in determining which plants survived on
the prairie, was grazing by large herds, especially bison (Manning 271).

The bison grazed an

area, then moved on and probably did not return to that area for a long period of time (Manning
271).

This gave the area time to recover, and may have allowed dormant seeds of different
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plants to take hold. As Manning also states, “grassland is ruled by motion, all of its inhabitants
learn to move or die. It is a place of freedom” (201).
Our 79 acres will not have the benefit of being grazed by these large roaming animals.
They are home to deer and many smaller mammals, such as skunks, raccoons, opossum, and
mice.

| believe it will be important to observe all of the plant and animal life we have on our

acres. It will be a learning experience to identify all the interactions that occur on our prairie.
We may be surprised!

OBJECTIVES:
1. To develop a variety of experiences or reflection days using our Prairie as a PLACE for
solitude, meditation, and connection to the natural world.

2. To develop learning experiences about the Prairie and its life forms for all age groups, from
the very young to the elderly, including some intergenerational experiences and sharing.
3. To change the barn located at the entrance to the Prairie from a storage area only to a
sustainable learning and gathering center.
4. To develop other eco-friendly projects or activities in or around the Prairie.
RESEARCH

METHODS:

The availability of 79.3 acres of prairie invites me to develop workshops, retreats, and
learning experiences for people of all ages.

I have read a variety of sources dealing with the

universe story, the Earth, prairie, energy sources, labyrinths, different forms of prayer, St.
Francis of Assisi and the environment, and different expressions of spirituality.
line resources that have available lesson plans and ideas for different age groups.

I researched onI made a list of

prairies to visit and talked with some of their directors to set up meetings for further discussion.
I visited with several members of our community to obtain accurate information about our land,

how much we have, and when we turned it back into prairie.
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I did on-line research to investigate different possibilities for modernizing our barn.
Some of our retired Sisters expressed an interest in helping convert the barn into a place that
might be used more effectively than for storage. This conversion will be an on-going process,
because even though the interest is there, a lot will depend on financial support being available.
A number of Sisters from our community have mentioned other possibilities of prairie activities
that will be long-range projects.
In order to develop some retreats or prairie experiences/workshops, I will contact several
local people in Dubuque to discern general familiarity with prairie and environmental topics.
Those I visit will include a city councilman, a representative of a local parish, leadership
members from other religious orders, teachers from the elementary and high school, and some
friends.

With input from these people, I will be better able to develop workshops of interest and

need.
From my teaching experience, I know it is very important to include hands-on and
sharing opportunities.

There will be partner, small group and large group sharing.

important piece of all is to spend time in nature.

The most

How else will we get in touch with the Earth, or

the divine presence in creation? A person has to experience nature, not just read about it or listen
to someone’s presentation.

Our “attitude toward nature” should be one of “awe. ..a sense of

wonder . . . a jaw-dropping experience, rather than the mechanical business-as-usual experience”
(Carroll 133). I believe that only by being in and with nature will a person truly have that
experience.

Once people re-connect with the natural world, I believe they will “feel” more care

and concern for the environment.
Earth Literacy program.

This was a very valuable lesson I learned myself from the
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Not knowing exactly what to call these opportunities posed a problem for me.
could be a workshop, a retreat, or an experience.

They

Since they could include many elements, and

could be done as a workshop or a retreat, I will refer to these experiences as reflection days.
OBJECTIVE # 1
Any reflection day I offer will include certain similar components.
opening prayer.

There will be an

This could include readings, some visuals, a song, or a ritual. Every

presentation will begin with the universe story, the new cosmology, as we understand it today.

It

is very important to me to frame whatever I present in the context of the universe story. The
amount of detail will depend upon the audience’s age and knowledge or exposure to the new
cosmology.

This will be followed with information about prairie. There will be ample time

spent outdoors and in the prairie.

There will be time for writing and shared reflections.

The

writing I will ask participants to do could be done in a variety of ways and should be a reflection
of what happened to them or what they experienced during their time outside.

They could chose

to journal, write a creed, compose a prayer or a poem, “speak for” some organism (Hyatt 310314), compose a song or perform a dance, or draw/paint a picture.
day, other hands-on activities may be incorporated.

Depending on the focus of the

The closing will be a reading and a song,

followed by reflective prayer that gathers ideas from the day’s experience to incorporate into our
own lives.
OBJECTIVE # 2
Education about prairie characteristics and history will be an important piece of this
project.

Iowa was originally tall-grass prairie. We are disconnected from that grass prairie since

almost all of it is lost to agriculture. It is important to look at how this area appeared in the past.
What were the conditions, and what insects, birds, and animals were part of this scene?

Then we
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can look at the present.

now?

What are the conditions, and what insects, birds, and animals are present

Are we living in a way that is sustainable today?

resources?

Are we losing and abusing our

Two very good sources that I will draw from are Richard Manning’s Grassland, and

Candace Savage’s Prairie: A Natural History.

Savage has an excellent chapter on the geology

and distant past of the grassland area (Chapter 2). Manning has an excellent explanation of some
of the politics involved, especially the politics of Thomas Jefferson (Chapter 5). Both have an
excellent way of relating why prairie is prairie, and what has happened over the last 150 years.
There are excellent on-line ideas from Friends of the Prairie Learning Center and the Iowa
Prairie Network.

1 will also be in touch with the University of Northern Iowa for more

curriculum ideas. Refer to the Appendix 3 for prairie learning centers to visit.
Another good source I found, especially for younger age children between kindergarten
and third grade, are the “Little Golden Books”.

These appear to be very informative, easy

reading books with some very delightful titles. The same on-line source also has informative
books for middle and high school age students (Golden Books).
The learning experiences will be aimed at different age groups.

What I plan for a high

school or college age group will be more detailed then a learning experience for kindergarten or
elementary school.

My dream is to have many intergenerational experiences.

Having different

age groups will in itself be a much richer learning experience, for it will bring together the
wisdom of age with the enthusiasm of youth.
All of these learning experiences will have a title, information, hands-on activity, and will
close with a sharing of the experience.

The amount of information will depend on the age group.

The participants could be in small groups with an adult. Each person will have a magnifying
glass and a journal to record observations of the prairie.

Some activities could be lab oriented
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As I learn exactly what grasses and flowers are on our prairie, there could be

experiences that deal with each plant.
The following is a list of possible learning topics or experiences:
*

Comparison of soil types with prairie soil (lawn, gravel, sand, cornfield)
Comparison of water retention capability by different soils
Comparison of root systems of prairie plants with other grasses
Discovery of insects found on the prairie
Naming grasses and flowers on the prairie
Listening to birds, imitating their sounds, and naming them
Finding monarch butterflies on the prairie
Pressing prairie flowers
Using flowers and grasses to make paper or cards
Finding animals on the prairie
Learning about medicines from prairie plants
Learning about prairie life during different seasons of the year
Studying the history and conditions that produce prairie
Studying sustainability on a prairie
Studying climate change and the prairie

This is not a complete list by any means, only a starting point. As I visit other prairies and the
nearby colleges I know other possibilities will occur to me.

An example of what could be done

is given under project outcomes.
LONG RANGE

PLANS:

OBJECTIVE 3 AND 4

Transforming the barn and developing other activities or projects around the prairie
cannot occur until I move to Dubuque and begin my work there. All of these are long-range
projects that cannot be put into practice until 2013 at the very earliest.
The barn is currently a storage place.

Some of the larger outdoor items would continue to

be stored there, such as the outdoor Christmas scenes. The indoor items that are currently stored
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there would need to find a new home.

cabinets and kitchen appliances.

Many of these items are dressers, TV's, tables, file

If we cannot use them, I believe they could be sold or given to

the poor. There is electricity, but the lighting is very dim, so some changes will need to be made.
There is no water or heating/cooling system.

It is two stories, with the ground floor enclosed by

cement, while the second story frame is a beautiful redwood.

There are windows on the north

side of the ground floor, and boarded over openings on the south side. The upstairs has two
small windows on both the west and east ends.
perhaps be converted to large windows.

However, there are doors upstairs that could

Pictures of the barn from three directions are found in

Appendix 4.
The first thing I will need to investigate is how to insulate this building.
redwood frame, the insulation will have to be a covering of some type.
the barn will also need to be replaced.

Since itis a

The doors leading into

All four of them have a narrow opening on the bottom,

which allows many of God’s creature’s entrance into the building!
I will investigate the possibility of using a combination of solar energy and a vertical
wind turbine as our source of energy.

There is no connected water supply so I will see if the

addition of attached rain barrels could be our water source.

I will need to investigate how we

transport that water supply into the barn, and also how we would purify it. I researched compost
toilets and these seem to be a feasible option as a restroom facility. I will also need to have a
conversation with the maintenance staff members and the groundskeeper at MSF to get their
input.
From all of this, I will need to draw up a feasibility plan, including all costs. I will need
to research available grants and then present the information to our Leadership Team for
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If we could get enough of this financed through grants, I am very confident the

approval would be forthcoming.
There are several other projects or activities that I would like to see happen.

One will be

to build raised garden beds that make it easier for Sisters to continue growing produce or
flowers.

These will be high enough to allow wheel chairs to get around them.

The garden beds

will also be placed closer to our main buildings, rather than in the prairie. Many of our Sisters
are no longer able to bend over or get up and down in a regular garden, but would enjoy working
in the soil if they could stand or work from a wheel chair.
Another project might be adding a greenhouse near the barn.
some of our own food or herbs through the winter months.

We could continue growing

I will investigate further to see if this

could be attached to the barn.

Several of our Sisters expressed an interest in establishing a bee colony.
worked with bees in the past, and they could be our in-house experts.

Some of them

In my research I found it is

very important to make sure there is a water source, plenty of flowers, protection from winds,
easy access, and placed in a secure area to be safe from other animals and vandals (Flottum 20).
I envision planting a flower garden close to the prairie with a cascading waterfall in the center.
This way we will ensure that there is a water source, along with flowers that would last an entire
season.

This could be a project done by a local Boy Scout troop. Another possible learning

experience could be to set up a web cam inside a beehive and do live streaming.
Another project we might begin is to become prairie seed savers.

I will need to do further

research and talk with different groups to see what procedure is followed, details about materials
needed, and how to store and maintain viability of seeds.
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The Leadership Team suggested that I might build a hermitage in the prairie. They were
thinking of a structure similar to a straw bale house.

I am not sure about the feasibility of this

project. I did discover an ad in the June/July 2012 issue of Mother Earth News for a Pacific yurt
(20). This is a strong, tent-like structure that is placed on a raised wood floor. The yurts I
observed on the website appear to be outfitted with kitchen and bathroom facilities. More
research will need to be done in order to determine the feasibility of these. Further information
can be found at

WW IIIS COP.

Another suggestion given by several people is to have a labyrinth.
now in the process of building a permanent labyrinth.

Our retreat center is

For my part then, a movable labyrinth

APPEALS to be the most viable plan of action. This could be done using a rope, which could be
placed outside or inside depending on the weather.

1 will ask some of our artistic Sisters to paint

pictures of the universe story to be placed at intervals along the pathway.
explanation with each of the pictures.

There could be a brief

Another idea is to have prairie pictures along the pathway,

depicting the seasons of the year.
Two purchases I will suggest will be a telescope and chairs with awnings.

Many people

like to sit outside and read and with movable covered chairs it will allow them to be in the
prairie, read, and be protected from the sun. A telescope will be a great asset for any nighttime
activities we plan. All of these could be stored in the barn, once it is cleaned out and insulated.
CONCLUDING

DISCUSSION:

“All that we know we have learned from nature, but we do not know all that nature
knows” (Manning 263).
I ordered several books that were titled or subtitled with the words, “connecting to
nature”.

To my dismay, they do not talk about connecting to the prairie. These books speak
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about going to the woods, to the mountains, to the rivers and oceans, even to the deserts for
inspiration.

The mountains, woods, and rivers are great places to connect to nature.

I love the

mountains, woods, and water, but what these books helped me realize is that even today we do

not understand or appreciate the prairie.

Our ancestors did not understand that these prairie

grasses and forbs, animals, and Native Americans had learned to live with the conditions that are

unique to grassland.
their homelands.

So our ancestors changed what was here to imitate what they knew from

We still do not understand why this area was prairie. We like everything neat

and tidy. We want straight rows of corn and bare spaces in between our flower plants.

We want

tidy lawns with only one type of grass. That is not the way of the prairie. If our idea to get away
is to go to the mountains, or the beach, or the forest, then we still do not appreciate what we
have.

Who wants to get away to the prairie? Why isn’t there a chapter on connecting with

nature by visiting a prairie?
My hope in developing these reflection days and learning experiences is to understand
and appreciate the place we call home, the place that was prairie for thousands of years.

This

place where we live is not just about the other humans here. It is about the larger community,
which includes other animals and the plants that are adapted to the weather conditions we
experience.

It is about all the interactions that occur within our area. Even as we look at the

prairie, we cannot just look at what plants are there, or what animals live there.
to see the interconnectedness.
interdependent species.

We must begin

We must see the prairie as a “complex web of co-evolving,

Each species helps shape every other species” (Liebes 24).

This will require a change in our worldview.

The more we reflect on the universe story

and believe that everything comes from the stardust of billions of years ago, the more likely we
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will see interconnections with everything.

The more we study ecology, the more we can look at

relationships, rather than individual organisms.
When we view the Earth as our home, there should be no more borders, no more

distinctions, no more prejudice, no more useless waste of the Earth’s resources.

When we

believe “we are citizens of the Earth” perhaps we will finally become Homo _universalis.
PROJECT OUTCOMES:
The following are some examples that will be developed as reflection experiences.
of the half-day experiences is labeled as developed.
one learning experience.

One

There is a developed universe story and

Since some of these experiences occur in varying lengths of time, they

are separated according to their time frame.
One or two hour experiences:
MOONLIGHT
Description:

IN THE

PRAIRIE

Spend an hour walking and praying in the moonlit prairie. What does the night

teach us about life and our connection to Earth? Do we wish upon the stars? What dreams do
we have for the Earth? We will close with the reading of the universe story.
SUNRISE

PRAYER

Description:

ON

THE

PRAIRIE

Sit in awe as we watch the beginning of a new day.

What hopes and

challenges will we face today? Prayer will include Tai Chi movements, silent prayer, and an
opportunity to share insights.
SUNSET

PRAYER

ON

THE

PRAIRIE

Description: Together, let us say goodnight to a day well lived. What gratitude do we hold
in our heart for this day?
photo opportunities.

What pain do we need to release from our bodies?

We will end with a campfire, stories, and smores.

Bring cameras for
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Half-day experiences:

LET

THE

EARTH

Description:

BE

YOUR

TEACHER

This day will be based on Job 12, with most of the time spent outside in

reflection.
“If you would learn more, ask the cattle, seek information from the birds of the air.
The creeping things of earth will give you lessons,
and the fishes of the sea will tell you all.”
(The Jerusalem Bible, Job 12:7-8)
*

Background sources: Scripture, and Grassland by Richard Manning, pps. 191-5.

*

Readings from: The Wisdom of Creation and Thomas Merton, when the trees say nothing.

BIODIVERSITY
Description:

OF PRAIRIE

This day will begin with a short universe story, “Big Birth” to stars and

galaxies, to Earth and its ecosystems, then to the prairie ecosystem.
see a lot of diversity, especially of plant species.

In looking at the prairie, we

The prairie is “not only grass, it is hundreds of

species of plants woven together in a complex fabric of interdependencies that extend to insects,
to birds, to a carpet of rodents, to predators, and finally to large mammals” (Manning 7).
Background sources: Grassland by Richard Manning, Prairie: A Natural History by Candace
Savage, and Environmental Science by Richard Wright.
FIRE

AND

Description:

THE

PRAIRIE

This day will begin with a universe story, followed with information on prairie

life, and the need and effects of fire. The opening and closing prayer will be a ritual around a
fire.
*

Questions: What are the benefits of fire? Is it easier to remember and ponder the harmful
effects of fire rather than the benefits?
Background sources: Grassland by Richard Manning and Prairie: A Natural History by
Candace Savage.
Rituals and meditations taken from:
Paintner, and Earth,

Water, Wind, Earth & Fire by Christine Valters

Water, Fire, & Air by Cait Johnson.
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IN SUMMER

Description:

This day will look at mature plants on the prairie. It will include information

on plants and animals of the prairie and time for solitude in the prairie.
*

Questions: Which plants provide food and shelter for animals?
medicinal purposes?

Which could be used for

What interconnections did you observe between plants and animals?

What can those interconnections teach us?
Background sources: Prairie Plants of the Midwest by Kirt Russell, Tallgrass Prairie
Wildflowers by Doug Ladd and Frank Oberle, and Edible Wild Plants by John Kalles.
*

Prayer: The Circle of Life by Joyce Rupp

PRAIRIE

IN AUTUMN

Description:

This day will be spent observing plants that are in the golden brown harvesting

stage of their life. It will include information on plants and animals found during the autumn
season.
*

Questions: What part of the plant remains?

What are the uses of the plant parts now?

do these plants direct their energy, above or below ground?

Where

Where and how do we spend our

energy, internally or externally?
*

Prayer: The Circle of Life by Joyce Rupp

PRAIRIE

IN WINTER

Description:

This day will be spent walking, cross-country skiing, or frolicking in the

prairie. Almost all of the time will be spent outdoors, so dress accordingly.
*

Questions:

What can winter teach us about hardships, slowing down, taking time to be

creative, re-energizing?
*

Prayer: Mother Earth Spirituality by Ed McGaa and Circle of Life by Joyce Rupp.

PRAIRIE IN SPRING
Description:

|

This day will be spent observing seedlings and young plants on the prairie.

Observe the green and the newness as these plants burst forth.
Question:

What new life is happening in me?

Background source: The Tallgrass Prairie Center Guide to Seed and Seedling Identification
in the Upper Midwest by Dave Williams.
Prayer: Circle of Life by Joyce Rupp.
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NATURE'’S

BILL

Description:

This day will involve reading through the Bill of Rights, spending time in the

OF

RIGHTS

prairie to connect to the Earth, and then writing one’s own Bill of Rights with respect for the
environment.
*

Background source: Constitution of the United States: Bill of Rights.

*

Prayer: Reflections of Native American wisdom from Earth Prayers.

Developed Half-day Reflection
GARDEN/PRAIRIE

Description:

REFLECTION

This day will incorporate work and prayer in three sections of time. First,

there will be working in the garden, which may include weeding, picking produce, or building
raised garden beds.

This will be followed by quiet time in the prairie. This time may be spent

observing, meditating, reading, drawing, and/or writing.
or film video.

It could also be a time to take pictures

The third section will be a sharing of the experience of the morning.

The day will

conclude with a prayer, followed by lunch.
*

Preliminary:

Meet at Shalom Retreat Center.

the work to be accomplished.

Participants may choose their area. Home made journals will

be handed out for use during the day.
starting points for reflection.

Divide people into smaller groups according to

These will contain questions that may be used as

The questions will be phrased as “I” questions, rather than

“you” questions.
Questions:

What are my memories of playing in sand or dirt when I was a child? Did I help

plant a garden?
hands?

Do I garden now?

Do I wear gloves, or do I like the feel of soil on my

Do I feel in touch with creation/God while working in the garden?

weeds in my life? What have they taught me?
strengthened me?

What are the

Have they been an impediment, or have they

What seeds will I plant this year?

Seeds of hope, trust, love, faith? How

do I treat the little creatures of nature, the ants, spiders, beetles, worms, and flies?

What have

been the breath-taking, jaw-dropping, awesome moments I have experienced in nature?
Opening Ritual:

This will take place outside and last about 15 minutes.

Take off your shoes

and stand in a circle. Close your eyes and feel your connection to the earth. Feel the grass
tickling your feet or the ground underneath (Roth 15). With your eyes still closed, open your
hands in front of you and receive a sample of soil. Rub this soil into your hand.

Smell it.
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Try to “feel” a connection to this “stuff” of earth. Listen to the following reflection by Joyce
Rupp and Macrina Wiederkehr:
Without the intertwining of sun, rain, nutrients of soil, earthworms, bees,

hummingbirds, and all of nature’s essential helpers, the work of my hands and
heart would be fruitless. With immense satisfaction, I look upon this process of
growth, feeling called again and again to an undying truth: nothing is completely
isolated and alone.

Each part of life needs the other for its sustenance and well-

being.
I work in the garden as a midwife: watering, mulching, weeding, pruning, and
tending to its needs. ...As my fingernails get dirty and my muscles feel the strain
of caring for the garden, I know that the landscape of this nurtured haven is
reflective of the landscape of my inner life. Without a doubt, my soul’s growth
needs a midwife’s tending as well.
Quiet communion with the garden revives the peace and tranquility that all too
easily slip away from me.
my inner weariness.

The garden’s fragrances, colors, and shapes comfort

Its bounty feeds not only my body but also my soul. AsI

stoop, kneel, sit, and stand among the garden’s verdant vegetation, I forget about
the busy things that seemed so important to me.
In the garden I experience the restorative powers of nature.

The garden becomes

a sanctuary of repose and promise, a graced place that allows my body and spirit
room to breathe freshness.
discouragement.

In this restorative place hope feeds my

Faith feeds my doubt.

Here in the garden I am reminded of my

communion with all that lives.
( Rupp and Wiederkehr 121-122)
Work:

Proceed to the garden area, equipment will be available as needed, and work for

one hour.

At the end of an hour, we will put all equipment away.

Solitude:

One hour spent in the prairie.

There are places to sit or you may walk the paths.

Feel free to read, reflect, write in your journal, or do whatever moves you.

At the end of

the hour, return to Shalom for a closing ritual.
Closing Ritual:

Sit or lie on the floor. Take deep breaths.

leaving your body.

Feel the air entering and

Breath out any tension you may feel in your body.

Think about the
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experience of your day. What comes to mind?

What did you experience in the garden?

In

the prairie? Did anything stand out? Did anything touch your heart? What did you write
or read?

What memory/s will you take with you?
Allow quiet time for reflecting, then time for sharing.
Form a circle. Let us offer our own prayers of thanksgiving. (spontaneous)

*

Lunch:

Let us share the gifts of our labor and the gifts of ourselves as we nourish our

bodies with food, our minds with shared ideas, and our souls with laughter and friendship.

Day Experiences:

COULD

SOIL

Description:

AND

SOUL

BE

CONNECTED?

This day will begin with a universe story, formation of the Earth, and then the

formation of soil. We will look at the importance of soil in the life of plants.

We will

experiment with different soil types and how they affect plant growth and water retention.
prepared to get down and dirty!
*

Be

|

Question: Can we look at the relationship between the soil that nourishes a plant with the
“soil” that nourishes our soul? How do we see our relationship to land?
Background sources: Landscapes of the Soul by Robert Hamma, Cultivating Soil and Soul by
Michael Woods, and The Land by Walter Brueggemann.

FRANCIS
Description:

AND

THE

EARTH

This day will begin with a universe story.

worldview of Francis and his followers.

We will then reflect on the

It will include his view of creation, and his treatment

and attitude toward all life forms.
*

Background sources: Care For Creation and A Franciscan View of Creation by Ilia Delio,
OSF.

*

Team Presentation

BEING

PRESENT

Description:

TO

CREATION

This day will include a short history of our journey as humans and our

relationship with the Earth/Universe along the way.

We will explore our own relation to the

natural world around us. Much of the time will be spent outdoors, experiencing creation.

Please

read “One Hundred Cranes: Praying with the Chorus ofCreation” by William Fitzgerald, in
preparation for this weekend experience.
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Question: How are you present to creation in your life today?
breaking, breath-taking, awesome moments in nature?

What have been your jaw-

What is your view of creation, the

world around you?
Background sources: Radical Amazement and Field of Compassion by Judy Cannato, This
Fleeting World by David Christian, The Sacred Balance by David Suzuki, The Land by
Walter Brueggemann, and Art of the Earth by Elizabeth

Hyatt.

Reading: Seedfolks by Paul Fleischman.
Prayer: Prayers to an Evolutionary God by William Cleary, Prayers For a Planetary Pilgrim
by Edward Hays, and Thinking Like A Mountain by John Seed.
PARTICIPANTS

Description:

WITH

EARTH:

OUR

PLACE

IN THE

STORY

This day will explore our place in the universe. It will include the new

cosmology or universe story, as we understand it from a spiritual viewpoint.

This will begin

with the “Big Birth” some 15 billion years ago when matter, time, and space began, and proceed
through the formation of stars, galaxies, our sun and planet Earth.

It will include a brief look at

the diversity of systems on our Earth, and then concentrate on Our Place here in Iowa, which was

and is — Prairie. There will be time outside in the morning, and on the prairie during the
afternoon.

Wear suitable clothing, for only lightning will prevent us from spending time outside!

Lunch is included.
*

Questions:

What are your memories of the places you have lived? Do any of those

memories include nature?

Where are the places you go to get away?

To renew your body

and soul? To play and pray? To sit and relax? To walk and enjoy? How do you view
nature?
Background resources:

Universe story — Radical Amazement by Judy Cannato, A Walk

Through Time: From Stardust to Us by Liebes, Sahtouris, & Swimme, A Brief History of
Time by Stephen Hawking, and Microcosmos by Margulis and Sagan.
Ecosystems

— The Diversity of Life by Edward Wilson, and Environmental Science by

Richard Wright.
Prairie — Grassland by Richard Manning, and Prairie: A Natural History by Candace
Savage.
Place — Staying Put: MakingA Home in a Restless World by Scott Sanders, The Sacred
Balance: Rediscovering Our Place in Nature by David Suzuki, and The Dream of the Earth
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and The Great Work by Thomas Berry.
Experience — Art of the Earth by Elizabeth Hyatt.
Prayer: Scripture, Earth Prayers, Prayers to an Evolutionary God by William Cleary, and
Thinking Like A Mountain by John Seed.
Learning Experience:

MILKWEED:
Description:
grades.

LET'S

MAKE

PILLOWS

This opportunity will be offered to elementary students, third through fourth

It will be an opportunity to spend some time in the prairie, finding and observing

milkweed and gathering milkweed pods.
split open.

The pods will be gathered when they are beginning to

The students will have the opportunity to pick the pods, open them up and separate

the fluff from the seeds.

The fluff will then be used to make pillows.

This will be done with

some of the Sisters at Mount St. Francis who will help students with the sewing.
*

Information: Milkweed plant structures and life cycle of monarch butterfly, purpose of the
fluff on the seeds, interconnection between the milkweed and the monarch

Background resources: Wildflower books, Monarch butterfly pictures, How to Make
Pillows From Milkweed by Kathryn Halter

|

Equipment: gloves, paper bags, containers for seeds, and sewing machines will be provided.
Students must provide 24 inches of material to make a pillow.
Prairie:

Students in groups of three with one adult. Find milkweed, clieck the pods to make

sure they are ready.

Look for pods that are just beginning to open.

Carefully pick and place

in your bag.
Auditorium of MSF:

Open the pods and take out the seeds and fluff. Place these in a paper

bag and shake the bag. This should separate the seeds from the fluff. Cut a small hole in
the bottom of your bag and remove the seeds, placing them in a plastic jar. Use the fluff to
fill your pillow.

A Sister will help you with the final sewing.

Show and Tell: Time to show off your pillow and tell us what you learned.
Universe Story:

CONNECTED
Description:

TO

THE

UNIVERSE:

EARTH

AS

HOME

This day will focus on the universe story, a brief Earth story, natural

phenomena, and co-evolution.

There will be time outside connecting and reflecting with nature.
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Radical Amazement by Judy Cannato, A Walk Through Time: From

Stardust to Us, by Liebes, Sahtouris, & Swimme, Evolutionary Faith and Quantum Theology

by Diarmuid O’Murchu, Microcosmos by Margulis & Sagan, and Art of the Earth by
Elizabeth Hyatt.
Prayer:

Earth Prayer and Thinking Like a Mountain by John Seed.

Music by Kathy

Sherman CSJ, Joyce Rouse and Jan Novotka.
o
=

Possible slide source and name.

Permissions would need to be obtained if used.

Narrative

Slide 1: Display as people are entering the room.

Quote from Evolutionary Faith:

We belong to a universe of
creatively interacting systems,
a giant network of interplay and possibility
forever drawn toward novelty.
There are no isolated objects
everything belongs to creative interactive systems.
Nothing is static or stable
Each moment is an unfolding dynamic
of a highly creative universe.
o

http://www.indiatalkies.com/images/universe2173e.jpg

Slide 2: THE UNIVERSE
o
»

(O’Murchu 19)
- Universe

MYSTERY

http://www.consciouslivingaustralia.com/evolutionconsciousness/universe.jpg Evolutionary Consciousness
Today we will talk about the universe story and reflect on this awesome mystery.

Slide 3: THE EARTH

Let The Earth Be Your Teacher (Job 12)

o

http://technology.desktopnexus.com/wallpaper/20833/

- Green Earth

=

We will talk about the history of the Earth. Then we will spend time outside reflecting on our
own relation with the world around us. Let us begin with a prayer I call “Nature Speaks”

Slide 4: NATURE SPEAKS
Play “Child of the Universe” from Song of the Universe by Kathy Sherman CSJ. Use with
permission.
o http://www.free-wallpapers-free.com/preview/mountain-valley-1/ - Mountain valley
Slides 5-33: SOUNDS OF NATURE
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Slides 34-52: Pictures of Nature — Scenes from nature — my pictures
Slide 53: Song “I Am Beloved of the Universe” from Song of the Universe by Kathy Sherman
CSJ. Use with permission.
o

http://wakingplanet.blogspot.com/p/divine-mystery-and-deep- beni
Divine Universe

of-our.html

- Our

Slide 54: THE UNIVERSE STORY BIRTH, DEATH, REBIRTH
CREATION
ANNIHILATION
STORY
o http://www.consciouslivingaustralia.com/evolutionconsciousness/universe.jpg Evolutionary Consciousness
It is important to remember that the universe story is a mystery, even if we don’t look at it
from a theological belief system. There are aspects that are important to remember — it has
been a continuing story of birth, death, and new life. It has been and continues to be a process
of change. It is about new life forming and life becoming extinct. It is about creation and
annihilation. It is a story that is ever changing and new, and it isn’t finished. As much as we
like to think of it as a story that happened and is finished, it isn’t! It is an ongoing story of
change. That is the one constant in this story.
{Depending on the audience, a theological explanation may also be added. There was such
love in a Triune Creator God that it had to be expressed and shared. Love to be true love
always has to be expressed. And so the love was expressed in creation. That Creator is part
of creation, but also apart from creation.}
Slide 55:
o Black slide, small white dot appears during narrative, explodes. Done by computer effects.
= Let’s go back before there was matter, time, or space. Everything was dark, black. Nothing.
Then about 15 billion years ago an amazing event occurred, the “Big Birth”. This was a tiny,
miniscule explosion that immediately flared forth. Time, matter, and space began.
Slide 56: P (representing particles) A-P (representing anti-particles)
o Black slide enlarged light explosion on top. Done by computer effects.
» It appears that after this initial explosion, there was an even larger explosion and immediate
explosion. It was very hot, so particles of matter that were formed probably didn’t survive the
heat. But everything was possible, so as particles of matter are formed, anti-matter particles
are also formed. As they collide, they disintegrate. Before the first second the temperature
drops so fast that no more particles form. And the universe already seems to have a bias for
life, because for every “100 million particles of antimatter, there are 101 million particles of
matter” (Liebes etal. 14).
Slide 57: P
Anti—P
o Same slide as 56. P and Anti-P move together and explode into nothingness.
computer effects.

Slide 58: P — Matter
o Same slide, light is less intense to try to show cooling.

Done by
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So all that is left are the simple particles of matter, the protons, neutrons, and electrons. Think
of how amazing this is — all matter has been formed, all matter that has ever existed formed
now (Cannato 41). This matter is continuing to expand and cool. Timing was also very
important. If the universe had expanded too fast, wouldn’t have been time for the particles
and forces of gravity and electromagnetism to form and everything would have been lost. If
the universe had expanded too slowly, everything would have imploded back to nothingness
(Cannato 42). By three minutes of universe time, simple nuclei have been formed. All of
these are flaring out, expanding into space.
Slide 59:
o iMovie made from: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-H3WzaewdY - Formation of a
Polar Disk Galaxy
This expansion continues, and by 300,000 years later simple atoms of hydrogen and helium
have formed, as these come together stars are formed and all of this swirling mass will
eventually form into galaxies. (iMovie is playing that shows swirling mass of gas that
eventually looks like a spinning galaxy)
Slide 60:
o http://newearthplanets.com/2010/10/our-milky-way-galaxy.html - Our Milky Way
= [tis estimated there could be billions of galaxies, each composed of billions of stars (Cannato
8). Judy Cannato in her book Radical Amazement uses the analogy of sand to represent the
numbers of stars in the universe. If you let a grain of sand represent one star, fill railroad cars
with sand, you would have to watch those cars going by, one per second for three years
straight (8). Can you even imagine? That is Amazement! That could be the number of stars
in the universe.
Slide 61-63:
o http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOn7MNA_Alk - YouTube iMovie of Supernova
» When stars use up their energy, they die. Many go quietly into the night. But some stars are
so large that instead of completely imploding and disappearing, they explode with the
intensity of billions of stars (Liebes etal. 18). These stars are supernova. In the explosions,
there is such intense heat, that the natural elements of the universe are formed.

billion years ago, one such star in the Milky Way galaxy exploded.
formed new life — what we know today as our sun.

Around 5

The death of this star

Slide 64:
o http://www .kiwispaceplace.com/astronomy-guide-solar-system.html - Solar Nebula,
Formation of the Solar System
Not only was a new star-our sun-formed, the debris from the explosion formed planets and a
solar system was born inside the Milky Way galaxy. So imagine our galaxy moving and
spinning, and these planets are also moving and spinning around a sun. Can you feel all that
movement?
Slide 65:
o http://news.discovery.com/space/earth-meteorites-gold-metals-110907.html
Conditions

- Early Earth
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Earth formation
complete, it was
constantly being
cooled, an outer

began some 100 million years after the sun was formed. But it was not
an inhospitable place for any form of life. It was a molten mass, fiery,
bombarded by asteroids/debris from space. It was changing, but gradually it
crust formed, but this took some half billion years. Finally —

Slide 66:
o http://www.astrosociety.org/education/publications/tnl/56/earth.html - The Earth From
Space
= We have an earth that looks like this from space. It is just the right distance from the sun so
that it is not too hot, or everything would burn up, and not too cold, so plant life can develop.
Slide 67:
o http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milky
Way - Milky Way
= When we look at the Milky Way galaxy, here is where our solar system lies. We are way out
here on the edge of the galaxy. But imagine how big this galaxy is — 100,000 light years
across and 10,000 light years deep. Light travels at a speed of 186,000 miles per second.
(Cannato 7) To figure out a light year, I got out my calculator. I took 186,000 x 60 seconds in
a minute, x 60 minutes in an hour, x 24 hours in a day, x 365 days in a year and came up with

5.86 trillion miles in one light year. So imagine how far a person would have to travel across
this galaxy of ours! And how long would it take?! Total amazement!
Slide 68: Quote by Neil DeGrasse Tyson
We are all connected to each otherBiologically
To the Earth —
Chemically
To the Universe —
Atomically.
We are in the Universe,

and the Universe is in us. (Origins)
o http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milky
Way - Milky Way (picture dimmed)
= Neil Tyson is an astrophysicist — and look at how he sees that everything is connected.
Slide 69: Quote from Evolutionary Faith
We must attune ourselves once more
to the cosmic womb that begot us.
We are the progeny of a life-form
larger than ourselves.
(O’Murchu 30)
o http://www.indiatalkies.com/images/universe2173e.jpg - Universe
Slide 70:
o http://dsc.discovery.com/games-quizzes/cosmic-collisions/ - Moon Earth Formation
= Let us return to that Earth story. During those first 100’s of millions of years, a small
plantesimal crashed into planet Earth. There was a melting of these two bodies and a
scattering of all that gaseous and solid material. (Origins)
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{During this time from slides 70-86 I will walk from one end of the room to the other to give
people an idea of the time frame. I think it gives a good visual, especially when a person
represents the time frame for the microbes.}

Slide 71:
o http://airandspace.si.edu/imageDetail.cfm?imagelD=1064 - Moon Formation
= All of these particles were floating around the Earth and as they ran into each other, they
stuck together and eventually the moon was formed, orbiting the Earth. At first, it was very
close to the surface of the Earth, so that a day was only about six hours long. But as with
everything in the universe, the moon kept moving away from the Earth. (Origins)
Slide 72:
o http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Earth
and moon_3d.jpg - Earth and Moon
= So today the distance from Earth to moon is almost 239,000 miles. When the astronauts first
landed on the moon they set up a reflector, so that we could measure how long it would take a
beam of light to reach the moon and back. The measurements indicate that the moon is
moving away from Earth by almost an inch a year (Origins).
Slide 73:
o http://earthscienceinmaine.wikispaces.com/12.1+Early+Earth - Early Earth Volcano
= Returning to that early Earth, there was a lot of volcanic activity, spewing gases into the
atmosphere, and molten lava on the surface.
Slide 74:

o http://geologmsu.blogspot.com/2010 06 01 archive.html - Earth’s Atmosphere
= Qradually the Earth begins to cool, the steam has become liquid drops of water, so pools of
steaming water are found.
Slide 75:
o http://good-wallpapers.com/misc/10343 - Water Bubbles
* [In these pools of water, the heat provides energy for molecules to start combining. Eventually
some of these join together, so the first organic molecules are formed. And then —
Slide 76-80:
o http://www.bacteria-world.com/cocci-bacteria-bloom.htm - Cocci bacteria
o http://www.sciencephoto.com/media/79518/enlarge - Acetobactor Bacteria
o http://coursel.winona.edu/sberg/241101/.ec-note/Respira.htm - Mitochondria
o http://www.nhm.ac.uk/research-curation/departments/botany/plants/algae/groups/ - Green
Algae
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chloroplast - Chloroplast
Bacteria — millions upon millions. And for the next 2 billion years, these are the organisms
that will form all the pathways and cycles that will be needed for all future life organisms.
They develop the photosynthetic and respiration pathways/cycles, the genetic material —- DNA
and RNA, production of oxygen, take nitrogen out of the air, and sexual reproduction. Every
metabolic activity that occurs in a cell/organism today, was first developed by these tiny,
microscopic organisms. If it weren’t for all these pathways and cycles being formed, no other
life could have existed (Margulis 29 ff). Another amazing part of the journey.
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Slide 81:
o http://www.ams.org/news/math-in-the-media/mmarc-01-2007-media - School of Fish
= Another bias of the universe, is the movement toward complexity. And so now we begin to
see jellyfish, worms, fish, and all kinds of organisms form in the water.

Then there is a

movement of organisms to land and we see insects, amphibians, trees, flowering plants.
Again amazing stories of the journey of life.
Slide 82:
o http://www.u.arizona.edu/~angelp/Dinosaurs.html - Dinosaurs
= Around 235 million years ago, the Earth is ruled by dinosaurs. Mammals are in existence, but
they are small little creatures that scurry in the bushes to stay clear of the big dinosaurs.
Slide 83:
o http://asteroidapophis.com/ - Asteroids
* Then around 65 million years ago, something drastic happens. The general belief is that Earth
was hit by a large asteroid resulting in toxic dust and particles covering the Earth’s
atmosphere. The dinosaurs cannot survive and so disappear from the face of the Earth
(Liebes etal. 140 ff). Gradually, the mammals were then able to grow in size.
Slide 84:
o http://www.mnh.si.edu/exhibits/mammals/Elk.htm - Elk
= So we have larger animals, and here I show an elk. The reason, not only to give an example
of a larger mammal, but also you may recall we had several elk travel into northern Iowa a
few months ago. They were shot and killed by the DNR because they did not belong here!
They might spread disease to the deer population — and they don’t belong here! Of course
thousands of years ago, herds of elk roamed this land, including the state of Iowa!
Slide 85:
o http://www.indiatalkies.com/2011/03/humans-unique-virtue-huntersgatherers.html - Hunter
Gatherers
Some 6-7 million years ago, our human ancestors began. Again, it was a journey, an amazing
journey, where we grew in stature, brain size, brain thought, and physical capability. About
200,000 thousand years ago, Homo sapiens are on the journey.
Slide 86: ( Optional -depends on the Audience)
o http://www. .turnbacktogod.com/jesus-christ-wallpaper-sized-images-pic-set-02/ - Jesus
Christ
= 2000 years ago in our history, we had reached a level of consciousness when the divine
becomes human. (This Jesus came to teach us how to live).
Slide 87:
THE EARTH
o http://technology.desktopnexus.com/wallpaper/20833/ - Green Earth
» That was a very brief, quick history of the Earth and its organisms. There is so much more
detail, but I hope this gives us an idea of the time frame. So let us continue with the natural
phenomena of the Earth.
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If you recall, I mentioned in the beginning this story involves creation and destruction. These
are like two sides of a coin. There is beauty, majesty, awe, and peace that we experience in
nature.

But there is also terror, danger, devastation, and violence.

Take two minutes and share with the person sitting next to you one awe-filled moment you
experienced in nature, and one moment of terror or devastation.
TIME FOR GROUP SHARING
Slide 88:
o http://gtalumni.org/Publications/magazine/win98/earthsci.html - Cross Section of Earth
= First, if we just look at a cross-section of the Earth. Some 4000 miles down from where we
are standing is this inner core. It is a solid, hot mass of iron and nickel. Surrounding this is
the outer core, which is also iron and nickel, but this is molten in nature.

Then there is the

mantle, the lower section is somewhat rigid, still very hot, while the upper mantle is a
constantly moving very hot mass. On top of this is the Earth’s crust, the land we stand on.
This is a very thin layer as you can see from the diagram, only 5-100 miles deep. (Guinness)
Slide 89: NATURAL PHENOMENON - VOLCANO
http://gve1007.gvel0.virtualclassroom.org/volcanoes.html - Volcano
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R07Zbj7S22zs - YouTube: volcano erupting
iMovie of above 2 sources
As I take a can of Coke and begin shaking it, I talk about the molten masses underneath us.
They are very hot and constantly moving. You all see what I am doing to this can of pop, and
you are all aware of how the inside is building up with pressure! Is there anyone who doesn’t
know what will happen when I open this? The same thing is happening underneath us. And
where there are weak spots, sometimes there is a spewing out of the molten mass beneath us.
We all know the destruction that can occur because volcanic eruptions.
|
Slide 90:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/sci/tech/4972522.stm - Krakatau before eruption
http://customers.hbci.com/~wenonah/history/535ad.htm - Krakatau after eruption of 1883
This is an island called Krakatau in the Pacific Ocean. This is an artist’s depiction of the
island in the 1800’s. This next picture is what it looked like after a volcano erupted in 1883.
Notice how much of the island just seemed to fall into the ocean. Several months later, when
scientists were able to go on this remnant of the island, all they found was an itsy-bitsy little
spider. They don’t know if it had survived the eruption or if it was carried in by the wind.
But the destruction is obvious (Wilson 16-23)!
Slides 91-93:
http://www.picturesdepot.com/wallpapers/208784/hawaiian+islands.html - Hawaiian Island
http://hawaiianjourneys.com/2011/07/kauai-island-of-love.html - Wailua Falls, Kauai
http://www .hawaiilife.com/articles/2011/04/hollywood-garden-island/ - Kauai

But look at all the islands that have been created, and the beauty that we find on these islands.
These wouldn’t have been made had it not been for volcanic eruptions. {Distruction —
Creation} And even if we were to visit Krakatau today we would find a diversity of life
again.
Slide 94: NATURAL

PHENOMENON

- EARTHQUAKE

BL 545 Qunimer- LY Goma
o
*

iMovie using YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yilKBcVdCAA - tsunami +
pictures of earthquake destruction
Another natural phenomenon is the earthquake. Remember that the crust lies on top of a
constantly moving mantle layer. The crust is not a solid mass, but several plates and these
will sometimes move. We know the destruction that occurs, but this shifting results in
different landforms, with mountains and valleys being formed. When the plates move on the
ocean floor then we may have a tsunami. This is the one that occurred in Indonesia in 2004. 1
remember reading at the time that the animals were trying to move to higher ground even
before people knew there had been an earthquake. It was postulated that the fish do
something different, which birds pick up on, and animals either are in tune to what is
happening with the birds or can feel differences in the ground. They are all still “connected”
and “interrelated” in ways that we appear to have lost.

Slide 95: NATURAL PHENOMENA — HURRICANE, TORNADO
o iMovie using YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEPZOC6YHUc - Hurricanes
(National Geographic) and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkplVkhvp4Y - Tornadoes
in South Dakota
There is movement in our atmosphere because hot air is rising from the equator, while cold air
is found at the poles. The Earth is trying to balance these air masses, and get rid of
particulates in the air. But the interactions of cold and warm masses of air can cause very
destructive cloud formations, as we see in the hurricanes and tornadoes (Wright 174 f¥).
{Tell a story of being with Mom during tornadoes, early in my life compared to the day 120
tornadoes were spotted in SD in one day}
Slide 96: GENTLE BREEZE
o Photo of wispy clouds in sky (Mine)
= But think of the days when you walk outside on a warm day, and a gentle breeze can keep you
cool, and may keep the insects away. And remember Elijah on the mountain? God wasn’t
present in the strong wind or the fire or the earthquake, but in the gentle breeze (1 Kings 19:914).
Slide 97-102: RAIN
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Here_comes_rain_again.jpg - Here Comes The Rain
We all know what happens when it rains and snows.
Two photos taken by my cousin flying over flooding of Missouri River in 2011
Too much, and we have flooding as many of you have just experienced with the flooding of
the Missouri River. This first picture is the Mormon Bridge entering Omaha from the south.
The second picture shows 129 under water north of Omaha.
http://freestocktextures.com/texture/id/417 - Dry Mud
Too little — drought.
Picture of small lake (Mine)
But think of sitting beside a still lake and how peaceful that can be. (Hopefully there are no

bears around to scare you!)

:

Picture of people — this one from a Community gathering
And every living organism needs water. We are 70% water.

|
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Slide 103-104: FIRE
o Computer generated fire effect with downloaded free fire sound.
o http://www.boston.com/bigpicture/2009/02/bushfires
in victoria australi.html - Burnt
Home
= We all know how destructive fire can be. Just this past year several people lost their lives in
Waterloo in house fires. Slide 105: EARLY ANCESTORS
o http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2008/10/26/early humans _fire/ - Humans and
Fire
Think of our early ancestors when they learn to keep and make a fire. They can now protect
themselves from some of the large predators. Now humans can move out of Africa and
survive in colder regions.
Slide 106: COOKING FOOD
o http://www.life123.com/food/barbecue-grilling/grilling-steak/cooking-steak-on-a-grill Cooking Steak
And think of the first humans who figured out that if food is cooked, it is easier to eat, more
tender, easier to digest. Now we don’t have to tear the meat off bone with our teeth. Just
cook it!
Slide 107: PRAIRIE
o Prairie picture (Mine)
= Think of how the prairie is seemingly destroyed by fire, but then is renewed by the carbon in
the ashes. Any little trees that might have been growing cannot survive. But the prairie
grasses/forbs do, because most of their life is underground.
Slide 108: PINE FOREST
o http://www.superstock.com/stock-photos-images/4163-19420 - Taiga Forest
= Think of the pine forests. Fire destroys all the undergrowth, and for many pine trees, the
seeds will only be released with intense heat caused by fire.
Slide 109:
o Dimmed nature picture (mine)
= All of these natural occurrences are the Earth balancing or releasing energy or realigning
internal structures. They can be destructive and violent, but this is part of the creative
process. Destruction and creation are intertwined.
Slide 110: Optional
o Pictures of poisonous plants and animals and their non-poisonous counterparts.
* Depending on the time frame, I may also show edible flowers versus those that would be toxic
to eat, other toxic plants versus those that just look like a toxic variety, and poisonous and
non-poisonous animals, such as coral snakes. So eat your rose, not your foxglove.
Slide 111:
o Dimmed slide of plant (Mine)
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Charles Darwin really had us thinking of competition in his theory of evolution. More and
more, today’s biologists are looking at co-operation, interdependence, and mutuality in the
evolution of organisms (Margulis & Sagan). Let’s briefly look at some examples.

Slide 112:
o http://academic.reed.edu/biology/professors/srenn/pages/teaching/web_2010/GM_site/mecha
nism.html - Honey Ant and Aphids
This is an interesting case of mutualism. The aphid is a sap-sucking insect and its excretion is
very sweet. (I don’t know that from personal experience!) The honey ant loves that
excretion. So these ants protect the aphids from predators (like the Lady Bug) and will even
take them underground and protect them during the winter months. It has even gotten to the
point that the ants will stroke the aphids to make them excrete that sweet food for them!
Slide 113:
o ttp://schoolecosystem.blogspot.com/2012/02/symbiosis-teachers-and-students.html
Buffalo and Bird

*

- Water

Here’s an example of you feed me — I'll clean you!

Slide 114:
o http://www.greatsunflower.org/honey-bees - Honey Bee
* Insects get their food from flowers and the flowers in turn are pollinated.
Slide 115:
o http://www.workingoutside.com/category/landscaping - Maple Tree Seeds
* Trees may produce thousands of seeds. They do not all grow into other trees. Some may be
carried to other areas by birds or animals or the wind. Some serve as food for other animals,
and some may die, return to the soil, and its remains recycled.
Slide 116: PLACE
o Tree at edge of labyrinth on SMWC property (Mine)
* This is a lot of information to absorb. We’ve looked at the flaring forth of the universe,
stardust to us. We’ve looked at a small portion of Earth’s history, the natural phenomena that
occur and relationships of some organisms. It is important to see that all of this is connected
and interrelated. As Scripture states in Job — Let the Earth be your teacher, the cattle and the
fish and the birds of the air (Job 12). We all need a PLACE to go for peace, calm, or
meditation. A place that leads us to wisdom. A place that leads us to the divine. That place
may be sitting in your chair. But I have come to believe that we need a place in nature as
well. Wherever it is, try to go there as often as you can. And if it is far away, then carry it in
your heart. This is my place. This tree is a place I go for peace, calm, and wisdom. It
connects me to the divine.
Slide 117:

John Muir Quote
Everyone needs beauty
as well as bread,

places to play in and pray in,
where Nature may heal
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and cheer and give strength
to body and soul alike (The Yosemite).
o Nature scene (Mine)
Slide 118:
OUTDOORS
o Dimmed Nature scene (Mine)
= For the next hour you will have time outside. Find a PLACE to sit if you like or just walk.
But remember this is not a power walk. This is a slow amble! Don’t focus on anything to
begin with. Just BE. Use your senses. Stop somewhere and LOOK. Observe with your
eyes. Then close your eyes and just LISTEN. Be aware of sounds. Then with your eyes still
closed, plug your ears and SMELL. At some point, when something draws you, don’t be
afraid to TOUCH something. Focus on one object or a group of objects. Let it teach you.
What can you learn from it? Speak to it. (“Hi there you plant with the purple flower. What
can you tell me today?)
Slide 119:

o

Quote — Source unknown to me?
The moment one gives close attention to anything,
even a blade of grass,
it becomes a mysterious, awesome, indescribably magnificent
world in itself.
Blades of grass (Mine)

Upon return there is time to write a reflection.
following:
Worldview
Earth Prayer
Creed — (I believe. . .)
Earth Poem
Speak for object
Draw/paint a picture.

The participants may choose one of the

SMALL GROUP then LARGE GROUP SHARING
CLOSE with a song by Jan Novotka, Kathy Sherman, or Joyce Rouse
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APPENDICES
1 - AERIAL VIEW OF MT. ST. FRANCIS

(Circa 1980)
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3 - PLACES TO CONTACT AND VISIT:
Cedar Valley Arboretum & Botanic Gardens, Waterloo IA
County Extension Service, Dubuque TA
Dubuque Arboretum & Botanic Gardens, Dubuque IA
Hurtsville Interpretive Center, Maquoketa IA (wetlands, reconstructed prairie, bird blind)
Our Lady of the Prairie Retreat, Wheatland IA (563-336-8414)

~ Outdoor Learning Lab, Peosta, IA
Prairiewoods, Hiawatha IA (319-395-6700)
Soul of the Prairie, [owa Falls, IA (Mary Dryer)
University of Northern Iowa Prairie Center, Cedar Falls IA (Billie Hemmer)
Loras University and Clark College, Dubuque IA (Ecology Instructors/classes)
Center For Earth Spirituality and Rural Ministry, Mankato, MN
Privately Owned Prairie in CRP (Ed Hau and Rachel Hau Anderson)
Walnut Creek Prairie Preserve, Des Moines, [A
4 — Barn on Mount St. Francis Prairie
East View
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ONLINE RESOURCES:
Friends of the Prairie Learning Center. <www.tallgrass.org/ > (education curriculum, ideas
for different age groups)
How to Make Cordage From Milkweed. eHOW.

<www.ehow.com/how 10031806

make-cordage-milkweed.html.>
How to Make Pillows From Milkweed.

e HOW. <www.chow.com/how 491423H

make-pillows-milkweed.html>
Iowa History Online. < www.uni.edu/iowaonline/5.htm>

(curriculum guides, lessons,

video’s)
Iowa Prairie Network Homepage.

<www.iowaprairienetwork.org>

Iowa Prairie-lowa Association of Naturalists [pdf].
<www.extension.iastate.edu/Publications/IAN203.pdf > (order books on prairie for $1 each)
Managing Iowa Habitats: Restoring Iowa Prairies.
<www.extension.iastate.edu/Publications/PM1351G.pdf>

(information on different prairie

types and how to restore)
Native Prairie: Establishment & Management of Native Prairie, Iowa.
<www.ia.nres.usda.gov/news/brochures/NativePrairie.htmI> (information on maintaining
prairie)
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Natural History Lesson Plans —Prairie Curriculum — Educator.
<www.iowalivingroadway.com/L.essonPlans.aspx> (variety of labs)
Prairie Posters — The Iowa Living Roadway Trust Fund.
<www.iowalivingroadway.com/PrairiePosters.aspx > (posters, DVD’s, teaching manuals)
Prairie Quick Facts.< www.campsilios.org/mod1/students/index.shtml > (facts, ideas for
student activities)
Roadside Management — Prairie Curriculum — Prairie Information.
<www.iowalivingroadway.com/Links.aspx>

(places to visit, curriculum ideas)

Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve — Curriculum materials.
<www.nps.gov/tapr/forteachers/curriculummaterials.htm>
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